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#Fractals #Mandelbrot. Powerful insights. Using some of the concepts of that

framework. The Micro and the Macro (aggregation of Micros); imagine if you will,

we as a Species wanted to populate other planets. How would we do it? What

structure, design makes most sense?

We might want incorporate our Creation in a manner similar to how we arrived at said new planet. Largest cell in humans is

Female Egg. Smallest cell is male sperm. The big bang in "Creation of life" is a fusion of those two. Imagine an asteroid that

carried our #DNA (it is sperm)

And hit the proverbial Egg (another planet) to seed life. Our bodies rebuild every part of themselves every 7 years. All of it,

no single cell is supposedly left from previous build. Imagine if you will the 3 billion plus lines of code in every one of our

living cells containing

Not only all the knowledge of our species but the assembly blocks to create an organic organism that had a brain to interpret

the very material in our DNA? Furthermore, imagine if we had embedded antennas to share knowledge across time and

space (ants and bees come to mind).

As we go through life we encode, capture these experiences and pass them, as they move from short term memory to long

term memory via the rebuilding process of every cell in our body overtime. For years, people have talked about us evolving

from animals, what if every plant and

Animal in the world came from our DNA that we seeded the planet with? That in fact we were the so called "alien species"

that arrived on earth from another solar system. All of the knowledge within each and every cell within each and everyone of

us? I've had this recurring

Dream for over a decade. My intuition tells me it is True, but my scientific mind tells me prove it. Perhaps the scientific

community is exploring this concept already as I have not looked into. I try and keep some of my thoughts untethered so that

I can contemplate more.

It says in the Great Book, all of the knowledge lies within. Imagine for a moment what I was saying was true. How would that

unleash the full potential of all of US if we put our knowledge from within to work across every aspect of our world.
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I can feel the energy, thoughts and hopes flowing into me these past few weeks and I am infinitely grateful. It has been the

most remarkable feeling of my life. I wanted to share what I saw years ago for perhaps it may simply be fiction, but perhaps

it is the Truth that has been

Withheld from us for a very long time? God bless you all, your family and your friends, and may God continue to Bless our

Great United States.

Never forget, we all want a Fair and Just world. Let's live our values and stop feeding systems and Nations that do the

opposite.
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